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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

The  mechanism  of  peptide  “b”  fragment  formation  in collision-induced  dissociation  (CID)  is  generally
understood  as a nucleophilic  attack  from  a carbonyl  oxygen  onto  the  electron  deficient  carbon  of  the
dissociating  amide  bond  forming  a  five-membered  oxazolone  ring  structure.  Nonetheless,  other  nucle-
ophiles,  such  as the  N-terminus  and  side-chain  moieties  (e.g.,  imidazole,  guanidine),  can  in  principle
engage  in  a nucleophilic  attack  to  induce  amide  backbone  cleavage.  Here,  we  apply  a  combination  of
infrared  multiple  photon  dissociation  (IRMPD)  spectroscopy  and  computational  chemistry  to charac-
terize  the  water  loss,  [M+H-H2O]+, product  ions  from  protonated  ArgGly  and  GlyArg.  IRMPD  spectra
for  [M+H-H2O]+ from  ArgGly  and GlyArg  differ  in the  presence  and  absence  of  a  characteristic  band  at

−1

ID

R spectroscopy
FT
ibrational spectra

on spectroscopy

1885  cm ,  which  is indicative  of an  oxazolone  structure  for ArgGly.  The  remaining  parts  of the vibrational
spectra  are  consistent  with  the  vibrational  signatures  of  diketopiperazine  structures.  Conversely,  there
is no  match  between  the experimental  spectra  and  any  of the  putative  structures  arising  from  guanidine
side-chain  attack.  These  results  show  that  the  presence  of  a  basic  residue,  such  as  arginine,  facilitates
the  formation  of diketopiperazine  structures,  and  that  residue  order  matters  in the  competition  between
diketopiperazine  and  oxazolone  pathways.
. Introduction

The formation pathways and structures of peptide b ions have
een the subject of an on-going debate since the late 1980s. Bie-
ann initially put forward the acylium ion structure [1],  but later

tudies revealed that this structure is unstable and would spon-
aneously lose CO to become an a ion [2–4]. Harrison proposed
xazolone structures for b ions, where the C-terminal part of the
olecule is stabilized by a 5-membered oxazolone ring [2,3]. As

his structure necessitates a nucleophilic attack from a backbone
arbonyl, the smallest b ions that are typically observed are b2
ragments, composed of two amino acid residues. An alternative
hemical structure for b2 products is the 6-membered ring dike-
opiperazine structure, first proposed by Wesdemiotis [5],  which
nvolves a nucleophilic attack from the N-terminus. Moreover,
ucleophilic attacks from side-chain groups have been suggested

n a number of studies. Wysocki and co-workers proposed that
Please cite this article in press as: S. Zou, et al., Int. J. Mass Spectrom. (2012

nhanced cleavage at His residues is mediated by side chain attack
n the backbone carbonyl [6].  O’Hair and co-workers calculated
he stability of this 5–5 ring bicyclic structure for the N-acetylated

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 352 392 0492; fax: +1 352 392 0872.
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387-3806/$ – see front matter ©  2012 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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methyl ester of His and found that this structure is more stable than
the corresponding protonated oxazolone [7].

In addition to having many possible structures, peptide b ions
have also been linked with sequence permutation processes in
CID [8–18]. A more thorough understanding of peptide fragmen-
tation pathways [19] is hence essential to improve automated
interpretation of tandem mass spectra in proteomics. A range
of experimental techniques have been applied to confirm struc-
tures of b ions, including gas-phase hydrogen deuterium exchange
(HDX) [13–15,20–25], ion mobility mass spectrometry [26,27],
isotope labeling [13,26,28–30], and infrared multiple photon disso-
ciation (IRMPD) spectroscopy [31–34].  Computational methods are
essential to support the experimental conclusions, and establish
mechanistic pathways [35–38].  Among the structural techniques
that have been implemented to confirm the structures of CID
product ions, IRMPD spectroscopy is particularly well suited for
structural analysis of peptide fragment products [39], as the
vibrational spectra can be directly compared to computed linear
absorption spectra of putative structures [13,15,39,40].

A statistical analysis of CID mass spectra from tryptic peptides
), doi:10.1016/j.ijms.2011.12.020

by Zubarev and co-workers showed a considerable preference for
b2 ion formation [41], as opposed to larger b ions. A number of
studies have suggested that b2 ions favor an oxazolone structure
[42–48]. IRMPD spectroscopy has been used to determine the b2

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijms.2011.12.020
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijms.2011.12.020
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/13873806
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/ijms
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B3LYP/6-31g* and finally at the B3LYP/6-31g** levels. The elec-
tronic energy for each conformer at the B3LYP/6-31g** level
was corrected for the zero-point energy (ZPE) at the same level
to yield the final ZPE-corrected energies. All energies are pre-
sented here relative to the lowest-energy conformers found
Scheme 1. Water elimination pathways for protonated GlyArg and ArgGly.

on structure from protonated AGG, AAA, GGG, YGGFL, and tryptic
odel peptides [13,14,39,40,49–51]. These studies have focused

n simple aliphatic residues such as alanine, glycine, or isoleucine,
here the side chain is likely to play a more peripheral role in the

ragmentation mechanism; the presence of a basic side chain, on
he other hand, would be expected to intimately influence the b2
on formation pathway and structure. IRMPD results by Wysocki
nd co-workers on the HA b2 ion showed evidence for a pre-
onderance of diketopiperazine structures, thus confirming that
he presence of the basic histidine residue affects the competition
etween oxazolone and diketopiperazine formation [22]. Compu-
ational modeling of b2 ions containing arginine and lysine showed
hat larger cyclic structures formed through side chain reactions
re more stable than oxazolone structures [7].  In addition, O’Hair
nd co-workers compared the fragmentation patterns of histidine-
ontaining b2 ions from protonated HG-OMe, GH-OMe, HGG-OMe,
nd GHG-OMe with the GH diketopiperazine and found the frag-
entation spectra to be very similar, indicating the formation of a

iketopiperazine b2 ion [52].
In this paper, we applied IRMPD spectroscopy in combination

ith quantum-chemical computations to characterize the [M+H-
2O]+ product ions from ArgGly and GlyArg. The presence of the
asic guanidine side chain in principle facilitates a number of frag-
entation pathways, which are summarized in Scheme 1. Based on

revious computational studies [36,38] on water elimination from
ipeptides, a charge-directed nucleophilic attack could take place
rom the N-terminus (A and E), the carbonyl oxygen (B and F), or
he side-chain group (C, D, G, and H).

. Experimental methods

.1. Sample preparation

The dipeptides ArgGly and GlyArg (Sigma–Aldrich, St. Louis,
O,  USA) were employed without further purification and used

s 200 �M solution in 50:50 water/methanol with 2% acetic acid to
id protonation.

.2. Mass spectrometry and infrared multiple photon dissociation
pectroscopy

The infrared photodissociation experiments were conducted
t the FOM institute for Plasma Physics “Rijnhuizen” using the
ree electron laser FELIX [53] coupled to a laboratory-built Fourier
ransform ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) mass spectrome-
er [54,55]. The [M+H-H2O]+ CID products were generated by
nozzle-skimmer” dissociation in a commercial Z-spray electro-
pray ionization (ESI) source (Micromass, Manchester, UK). In order
Please cite this article in press as: S. Zou, et al., Int. J. Mass Spectrom. (2012

o optimize ion signal on the [M+H-H2O]+ CID product (i.e., m/z
14), a large DC voltage drop of 160 V was employed between
he cone and hexapole. Representative nozzle-skimmer dissoci-
tion mass spectra for [GlyArg + H] and [ArgGly + H] are shown
 PRESS
s Spectrometry xxx (2012) xxx– xxx

in Fig. S1 in the Supplementary Data. These mass spectra show
that other CID products are produced abundantly, in particular
the ammonia loss product [Arg + H-NH3]. The fragment ion was
accumulated in the hexapole, prior to transfer to the ICR cell.
Following mass isolation, the ion of interest was irradiated with
the tunable output from the free electron laser. FELIX produces
macropulses (5 �s) at a repetition rate of 5 Hz that consist of a
train of micropulses at a GHz repetition rate. The pulse energy per
macropulse varies as a function of wavelength, reaching maximum
values of ∼60 mJ  at 12 �m. In these experiments, 15 macropulses
were employed to induce efficient photodissociation (correspond-
ing to an ion trapping time of 3 s). In the IRMPD process tens to
hundreds of photons are absorbed when the laser frequency is in
resonance with a fundamental vibration in the molecule, thus lead-
ing to photodissociation. This manifests itself in the mass spectrum
by a depletion of the precursor ion and appearance of photofrag-
ments. The IR photodissociation spectrum was obtained by plotting
the IRMPD yield as a function of the wavelength, using the following
relation:

yield = −ln

[
1 −

( ∑
(photofragments)∑

(photofragments + precursor)

)]

This yield was  further normalized with laser power at each
wavelength step.

2.3. Computations

A procedure for generating candidate structures for the
ArgGly and GlyArg [M+H-H2O]+ fragments was developed in-
house, and has been described previously [13]. The chemical
structures (oxazolone, diketopiperazine, and side-chain macrocy-
cles) were built and optimized using semi-empirical approaches
(AM1) in Hyperchem (Hypercube Inc., Gainesville, FL), taking
into account their preferred sites of proton attachment. While
proton attachment at the N-terminus, the guanidine side-chain,
the oxazolone ring nitrogen and backbone were all considered,
protonation at the guanidine group was significantly favored
in all cases. All input structures were optimized using density
functional theory (DFT) (B3LYP/6-31 g*) methods in Gaussian03
[56]. The geometry and ESP-derived charges were imported
into the AMBER [57] suite of programs, where a restrained
electrostatic potential (RESP) [58] fitting was  applied. This param-
eterization procedure was  performed for all chemically distinct
structures.

For the conformational search, annealing simulation runs with
starting temperatures at 300 K and ending at 0 K were carried
out, resulting in 300 candidate structures per dynamics simu-
lation. Those structures were then compared with each other
using a root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) procedure to remove
analogues. All retained output structures from AMBER were
then re-optimized at the DFT level, initially using B3LYP/3-21
in Gaussian03. Further optimization was  performed both at the
), doi:10.1016/j.ijms.2011.12.020

for the ArgGly and GlyArg [M+H-H2O]+ fragments, respectively.
The vibrational spectra of the lowest-energy structures at the
B3LYP/6-31g** level are scaled by 0.975 in the 1200–2000 cm−1

range.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijms.2011.12.020
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Fig. 1. Calculated geometries and relative energies of the [M+H-H2O]+ products for ArgGly and GlyArg: diketopiperazine structures protonated on the guanidine N (A and
E),  oxazolone structures protonated on the guanidine N (B and F), and guanidine side-chain induced structures protonated on the guanidine group (C, D, G, and H).

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijms.2011.12.020
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Table  1
Electronic, ZPE-corrected and Gibbs free energies at 298 K of the conformers in Fig.
1  computed at the B3LYP/6-31g** level of theory.

Etotal/H Etotal + ZPE/H �(Etotal + ZPE)/
kJ mol−1

�G298/kJ mol−1

A and E −738.569897 −738.303060 0.0 0.0
B −738.551705 −738.286222 44.4 45.8
C  −738.545636 −738.279760 61.1 60.5
D  −738.536570 −738.269748 87.5 89.0
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F  −738.537931 −738.272446 80.4 79.4
G −738.527135 −738.259879 113.0 121.1
H −738.531410 −738.263680 103.4 110.8

. Results and discussion

.1. Computation results

The lowest-energy conformers for each of the fragmenta-
ion pathways in Scheme 1 are presented in Fig. 1. Electronic,
PE-corrected and Gibbs free energies of these structures are
ummarized in Table 1. Due to the “head-to-tail” cyclization, the
iketopiperazine structure protonated on the guanidine N (A and E)

s identical for both GlyArg and ArgGly. The diketopiperazine struc-
ure is favored substantially over all other putative geometries,
ncluding the oxazolone structures protonated on the guanidine

 (B and F), and the guanidine side-chain induced structures pro-
onated on the guanidine group (C, D, G, and H).

.2. IRMPD results

The IRMPD spectra of the [M+H-H2O]+ CID products for GlyArg
nd ArgGly are depicted in Fig. 2. The spectra exhibit many
ery similar features, with the notable exception of the band at
885 cm−1, which is only observed in the case of ArgGly.

In Fig. 3, these experimental spectra are compared to the com-
uted linear absorption spectra of the putative structures shown

n Fig. 1. Based on this analysis, it is clear that the band at
885 cm−1 can be assigned to the diagnostic oxazolone CO stretch
indicated in light red). The absence of this band in the GlyArg
M+H-H2O]+ spectrum suggests that the formation of an oxazolone
Please cite this article in press as: S. Zou, et al., Int. J. Mass Spectrom. (2012

s disfavored in this case. This is surprising at first sight, as the
xazolone structure for GlyArg (Fig. 1B, +44.4 kJ mol−1) is substan-
ially lower in energy than the corresponding structure for ArgGly
Fig. 1F, +80.4 kJ mol−1). The remaining features in the vibrational

ig. 2. Experimental IRMPD spectra of [M+H-H2O]+ from protonated GlyArg and
rgGly.
 PRESS
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spectra are nearly identical, showing bands at 1750, 1670, 1400
and 1300 cm−1. These modes closely mirror the calculated vibra-
tional signature of the diketopiperazine structure. While the use
of one scaling factor (i.e., 0.975) for all vibrations does not allow
an exact matching of all band positions, the general pattern is very
similar for both theory and experiment. On the other hand, the
side-chain mediated product structures (C, D, G, and H) all predict
strong modes in the 1450–1600 and 1800 cm−1 range, which are
not observed in the experiment. In conclusion, these results con-
firm a mixture of diketopiperazine and oxazolone for ArgGly, as
opposed to the sole presence of diketopiperazine for GlyArg.

A comparison of the computed spectra for the ArgGly dike-
topiperazine and oxazolone structures shows that both structures
have diagnostic bands in the mid-IR range. In analogy to the
oxazolone-specific band at 1885 cm−1, the diketopiperazine struc-
ture exhibits an intense diagnostic band at 1750 cm−1. A rough
estimate of the relative abundances of oxazolone vs. diketopiper-
azine can be made based on the relative experimental band
intensities of these diagnostic modes, normalized with the com-
puted integral band intensities for both modes. This suggests a ratio
of 57% diketopiperazine vs. 43% oxazolone. Alternatively, a linear
combination of the computed IR spectra could be employed to find
the best match with the experimental spectrum [59]. A more rigor-
ous approach involves an analysis of the photodissociation kinetics
[60].

3.3. Vibrational analysis

An assignment of the IR bands for GlyArg [M+H-H2O]+ is
proposed in Table 2. In contrast, for ArgGly [M+H-H2O]+, the
mixture of structures does not allow an unambiguous identifica-
tion of all bands, due to some spectral congestion. The intense
diketopiperazine-specific band at 1750 cm−1 is thus assigned to the
unprotonated Gly residue amide I (i.e., CO stretching) mode.

3.4. Mechanistic implications

It is clear from these results that the basic arginine side chain
plays a key role in favoring the diketopiperazine pathway. Wysocki
and co-workers first reported this for the b2 ion from HisAla,
hypothesizing that “the basicity of the His side chain allows dike-
topiperazine formation by serving as a protonation site, allowing
the unprotonated nucleophilic N-terminal amine to attack the sec-
ond carbonyl” [42]. In terms of the pathways in competition model
[19], the diketopiperazine pathway is typically entropically disfa-
vored, due to the trans–cis isomerization that is required for the
former mechanism. Based on the “mobile proton” model [61], the
proton is more strongly sequestered on the arginine side chain, thus
leading to an increase in the dissociation threshold of the molecule.
These trends are hence expected to make the diketopiperazine
pathway more competitive in peptides containing basic residues.
), doi:10.1016/j.ijms.2011.12.020

Intriguingly, for larger b fragments the presence of arginine may in
fact disfavor “head-to-tail” cyclization, as shown by Van Stipdonk
and co-workers [62].

Table 2
Proposed assignment of IR bands for GlyArg [M+H-H2O]+.

Band
position/cm−1

Mode description

1750 Gly amide I mode
1670 Simultaneous Arg amide I mode and deformation

modes of the protonated guanidine group
1400 C H bending
1300 C N stretch

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijms.2011.12.020
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ig. 3. Experimental IRMPD spectra (red) of the [M+H-H2O]+products for GlyArg 

hown  in Fig. 1: diketopiperazine structures protonated on the guanidine N (A and E
nduced structures protonated on the guanidine group (C, D, G, and H).

Our results further show that the location of the arginine residue
ffects the competition between diketopiperazine and oxazolone
ormation. While a detailed modeling of the fragmentation path-
ays for ArgGly and GlyArg is complicated by the highly flexible

rginine side chain, some intuitive understanding may  be forth-
oming from this observation. In order to adopt the reactive
onformation for nucleophilic attack at the carbonyl site, the proton
eeds to be moved to the C-terminal OH. Given the high basic-

ty of the guanidine group, however, it is conceivable that the
roton has an affinity to be shared between the guanidine and
he C-terminal OH groups. In an ArgGly configuration, this would
esult in a more locked conformation, consequently disfavoring a
ead-to-tail attack from the N-terminus. Conversely, in a GlyArg
onfiguration, the N-terminus would be free to attack the carbonyl
ite. The subtle differences in energetics from these interactions
ay  explain a slight disfavoring of the diketopiperazine pathway

or ArgGly, leading to an opening of the oxazolone pathway.

. Conclusions

In this paper, IRMPD spectroscopy and computational meth-
ds were employed to investigate the effect of the basic amino
cid residue arginine, and its order in the peptide sequence, on
ater elimination fragment products in CID. The vibrational spec-

ra for [M+H-H2O]+ from protonated GlyArg and ArgGly differ in the
resence and absence of a characteristic band at 1885 cm−1, thus
onfirming an oxazolone structure for ArgGly. Most of the other
eatures in the vibrational spectra are almost identical (1750 cm−1,
Please cite this article in press as: S. Zou, et al., Int. J. Mass Spectrom. (2012

670 cm−1, 1400 cm−1 and 1300 cm−1), and are consistent with the
resence of a diketopiperazine structure. On the other hand, there is
o match between the experimental spectra and any of the struc-
ures arising from side-chain attacks. These results confirm that
rgGly compared to computed linear absorption spectra (black) for the structures
olone structures protonated on the guanidine N (B and F), and guanidine side-chain

oxazolone structures are not always formed for b2 ions as previ-
ously shown by Perkins et al. [22], particularly if a basic residue
is present. Arginine, as the most basic residue, confirms this trend,
even if the location of arginine does affect the competition between
diketopiperazine and oxazolone formation.
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